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The work reviewed in this book represents the synthesis of two important
developments in modelling of complex stochastic phenomena. The book gives a
thorough and rigorous mathematical treatment of the underlying ideas,
structures, and algorithms.
Discover how artificial intelligence can improve how your organization practices
law with this compelling resource from the creators of one of the world’s leading
legal AI platforms. AI for Lawyers: How Artificial Intelligence is Adding Value,
Amplifying Expertise, and Transforming Careers explains how artificial
intelligence can be used to revolutionize your organization’s operations. Noah
Waisberg and Dr. Alexander Hudek, a lawyer and a computer science Ph.D. who
lead prominent legal AI business Kira Systems, have written an approachable
and insightful book that will help you transform how your firm functions. AI for
Lawyers explains how artificial intelligence can help your law firm: Win more
business and find more clients Better meet and exceed client expectations Find
hidden efficiencies Better manage and eliminate risk Increase associate and
partner engagement Whether focusing on small or big law, AI for Lawyers is
perfect for any lawyer who either feels uneasy about how AI might change law or
is looking to capitalize on the evolving practice. With contributions from experts in
the fields of e-Discovery, legal research, expert systems, and litigation analytics,
it also belongs on the bookshelf of anyone who’s interested in the intersection of
law and technology.
Demystify the complexity of machine learning techniques and create evolving,
clever solutions to solve your problems Key Features Master supervised,
unsupervised, and semi-supervised ML algorithms and their implementation Build
deep learning models for object detection, image classification, similarity
learning, and more Build, deploy, and scale end-to-end deep neural network
models in a production environment Book Description This Learning Path is your
complete guide to quickly getting to grips with popular machine learning
algorithms. You'll be introduced to the most widely used algorithms in supervised,
unsupervised, and semi-supervised machine learning, and learn how to use them
in the best possible manner. Ranging from Bayesian models to the MCMC
algorithm to Hidden Markov models, this Learning Path will teach you how to
extract features from your dataset and perform dimensionality reduction by
making use of Python-based libraries. You'll bring the use of TensorFlow and
Keras to build deep learning models, using concepts such as transfer learning,
generative adversarial networks, and deep reinforcement learning. Next, you'll
learn the advanced features of TensorFlow1.x, such as distributed TensorFlow
with TF clusters, deploy production models with TensorFlow Serving. You'll
implement different techniques related to object classification, object detection,
image segmentation, and more. By the end of this Learning Path, you'll have
obtained in-depth knowledge of TensorFlow, making you the go-to person for
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solving artificial intelligence problems This Learning Path includes content from
the following Packt products: Mastering Machine Learning Algorithms by
Giuseppe Bonaccorso Mastering TensorFlow 1.x by Armando Fandango Deep
Learning for Computer Vision by Rajalingappaa Shanmugamani What you will
learn Explore how an ML model can be trained, optimized, and evaluated Work
with Autoencoders and Generative Adversarial Networks Explore the most
important Reinforcement Learning techniques Build end-to-end deep learning
(CNN, RNN, and Autoencoders) models Who this book is for This Learning Path
is for data scientists, machine learning engineers, artificial intelligence engineers
who want to delve into complex machine learning algorithms, calibrate models,
and improve the predictions of the trained model. You will encounter the
advanced intricacies and complex use cases of deep learning and AI. A basic
knowledge of programming in Python and some understanding of machine
learning concepts are required to get the best out of this Learning Path.
Programmers and software designers can now have help writing expert system
software in Modula-2 with maximum efficiency and ease. Sawyer and Foster
create a model authoring system which provides a base that programmers can
use to make a system run and to create AI (Artificial Intelligence) software for a
wide range of applications.
Melanie Mitchell separates science fact from science fiction in this sweeping
examination of the current state of AI and how it is remaking our world No recent
scientific enterprise has proved as alluring, terrifying, and filled with extravagant
promise and frustrating setbacks as artificial intelligence. The award-winning
author Melanie Mitchell, a leading computer scientist, now reveals AI’s turbulent
history and the recent spate of apparent successes, grand hopes, and emerging
fears surrounding it. In Artificial Intelligence, Mitchell turns to the most urgent
questions concerning AI today: How intelligent—really—are the best AI programs?
How do they work? What can they actually do, and when do they fail? How
humanlike do we expect them to become, and how soon do we need to worry
about them surpassing us? Along the way, she introduces the dominant models
of modern AI and machine learning, describing cutting-edge AI programs, their
human inventors, and the historical lines of thought underpinning recent
achievements. She meets with fellow experts such as Douglas Hofstadter, the
cognitive scientist and Pulitzer Prize–winning author of the modern classic Gödel,
Escher, Bach, who explains why he is “terrified” about the future of AI. She
explores the profound disconnect between the hype and the actual achievements
in AI, providing a clear sense of what the field has accomplished and how much
further it has to go. Interweaving stories about the science of AI and the people
behind it, Artificial Intelligence brims with clear-sighted, captivating, and
accessible accounts of the most interesting and provocative modern work in the
field, flavored with Mitchell’s humor and personal observations. This frank, lively
book is an indispensable guide to understanding today’s AI, its quest for “humanlevel” intelligence, and its impact on the future for us all.
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These days, Expert systems play vital roles. They are applied components of
Artificial Intelligence (AI), aiming to develop computer programs that simulate the
thought process of a human expert to solve complex decision problems in a
specific domain. Such kinds of systems are applied where knowledge is critical to
solve a problem. It involves both factual and heuristic knowledge to solve a
problem where a human expert faces difficulty, scarce or unavailable in their
operations. The actual development of such systems begins with formulating and
representing the knowledge base. Expert system tools are used in the process of
building Expert systems. PROLOG is one of the programming languages that can
be used in the development of Expert systems. The book introduces the basic
concepts of Expert systems and the practical aspects of development in a simple
way and is designed to give you quick help on how to build Expert systems from
scratch. It presents the various features used in Expert systems, shows how to
implement them in Prolog, and how to use them to solve problems.
A concise practical introduction to the history, characteristics, structure,
operation, and use of expert systems. Provides programmers with sufficient
insight and guidance to enable them to construct an expert system shell using a
favorite programming language. Shows how to develp and maintain expert
systems, and how to tackle technical problems unique to the field. There's also
advice on how to access new applications.
Decision Support Systems Engineering Andrew P. Sage This practical guide
describes the everyday nuts-and-bolts to building a decision support system that
unites the concerns of both system designers and users. Beginning with an
outline of the generic components of a decision support system, readers are
given a technologically rigorous, yet clear, tour of its assembly line basics. Database management systems, model-base management systems, and dialog
generation and management systems are clearly described, with emphasis on
how these make a decision support system feasible and practical. 1991 (0
471-53000-X) 360 pp. Software Systems Engineering Andrew P. Sage and
James D. Palmer This unique text provides a thorough introduction to all aspects
of the developmental life cycle of software production. For those interested in
applying a systems-based approach to software development, Software Systems
Engineering discusses key aspects of such an approach—from software quality,
software reliability, and development environments, to integration, maintenance,
management, and cost analysis. The book’s practical look features a set of tools
instrumental to success in each life cycle phase, as well as a taxonomy of
methods for making the productivity tools available and subject to wider use.
1990 (0 471-61758-X) 544 pp. Design for Success A Human-Centered Approach
to Designing Successful Products and Systems William B. Rouse Drawn from
methods tested in a wide array of industries—aviation, the process and power
industries, manufacturing, the marine industry, and communications—this
important text details how to design products and systems that are market-driven
and user-oriented. Using a variety of methods and tools illustrated with case
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studies, Design for Success outlines a concrete, human-centered approach to
the design of complex systems. This new approach to system design includes a
look at understanding users’ needs, design and engineering evaluation of
product and systems, and more. 1991 (0 471-52483-2) 304 pp.
This book provides readers with a practical guide to the principles of hybrid
approaches to natural language processing (NLP) involving a combination of
neural methods and knowledge graphs. To this end, it first introduces the main
building blocks and then describes how they can be integrated to support the
effective implementation of real-world NLP applications. To illustrate the ideas
described, the book also includes a comprehensive set of experiments and
exercises involving different algorithms over a selection of domains and corpora
in various NLP tasks. Throughout, the authors show how to leverage
complementary representations stemming from the analysis of unstructured text
corpora as well as the entities and relations described explicitly in a knowledge
graph, how to integrate such representations, and how to use the resulting
features to effectively solve NLP tasks in a range of domains. In addition, the
book offers access to executable code with examples, exercises and real-world
applications in key domains, like disinformation analysis and machine reading
comprehension of scientific literature. All the examples and exercises proposed
in the book are available as executable Jupyter notebooks in a GitHub repository.
They are all ready to be run on Google Colaboratory or, if preferred, in a local
environment. A valuable resource for anyone interested in the interplay between
neural and knowledge-based approaches to NLP, this book is a useful guide for
readers with a background in structured knowledge representations as well as
those whose main approach to AI is fundamentally based on logic. Further, it will
appeal to those whose main background is in the areas of machine and deep
learning who are looking for ways to leverage structured knowledge bases to
optimize results along the NLP downstream.
This comprehensive reference to all areas of expert systems and applications,
plus advanced related topics, lets you spend your time reading expert systems
literature rather than searching for it. It gives you a source of historical
perspectives and outlooks on the future of the field. Whether you are a manager,
a developer or an end user or researcher, Expert Systems and Related Topics:
Selected Bibliography & Guide to Information Sources puts all the sources of
expert systems literature at your fingertips.
Now that expert systems have entered the commercial marketplace, potential
users need readily available information on the complex task of constructing
them and on using them effectively. This book fills that need by presenting an indepth treatment of the concepts, theories, and applications of expert systems,
particularly as they relate to managerial issues. Provides clear treatments of how
these systems represent knowledge and the reasoning process through which
they arrive at solutions, with detailed graphical illustrations of major concepts.
Also provides details on the hardware used for expert system applications,
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including conventional and specialized symbolic processing hardware. Stresses
the importance of matching software with hardware, and assesses the
advantages and limitations of the three major types of expert system software:
artificial intelligence programming languages, development tools, and prepackaged expert systems.
Looks how expert systems solve problems, represent knowledge, and draw
inferences, describes specific systems of artificial intelligence, and identifies the
markets for expert systems
This is the first book to provide a step-by-step guide to the methods and practical
aspects of acquiring, modelling, storing and sharing knowledge. The reader is led
through 47 steps from the inception of a project to its conclusion. Each is described in
terms of reasons, required resources, activities, and solutions to common problems. In
addition, each step has a checklist which tracks the key items that should be achieved.
Part one of this book is a wide-ranging introduction to the concepts and methods of
machine learning, with special reference to the development of expert systems. It
surveys the major systems, describing how they work and how they may be put to
practical use. Part two delves more deeply into a specific subject area. It contains
detailed case studies of learning experiments which help to bring the goal of intelligent
information retrieval closer to realization. The objective of the second part of the book is
to demonstrate machine learning in action within an important contemporary field of
information technology.
In this book, the authors present rule-based programming in CLIPS (a rule-based
programming language developed at NASA in part by Gary Riley). This book covers the
construction of expert systems using rule-based programming methodologies. In this
new edition the CLIPS software has been completely updated from version 4.2 to 6.0
and new CLIPS features have been included. The prerequisites are a structured
programming and a data structures courses.
Describes the range of activities where expert systems can be employed for
management decision-making, including: financial analysis; estimating casualty
insurance losses; preparing income tax statements; sales and marketing support;
quality assurance; crisis management; construction management; and contracting.
Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
Provides thorough coverage of the major concepts of AI programming, including
forward and backward chaining, developing an inference engine, and using natural
language interfaces and object-oriented programming. Sample programs are written in
C.
This book is the long awaited guide for anyone interested in renewables at home or
work. It sweeps away scores of common misconceptions while clearly illustrating the
best in renewable and energy efficiency technologies. A fully illustrated guide to
renewable energy for the home and small business, the book provides an expert
overview of precisely which sustainable energy technologies are appropriate for widespread domestic and small business application. The sections on different renewable
energy options provide detailed descriptions of each technology along with case
studies, installation diagrams and colour photographs, showing precisely what is
possible for the average household. The chapter on how to select the renewable
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technology most appropriate for ordinary homes and businesses summarizes this
analysis in a neat and easy to use table and demonstrates with examples exactly how
to assess your local renewable resources. Renewable technologies covered include
wood energy, wind power, solar photovoltaics, solar thermal, passive solar, geothermal
and air-to-air heat pumps as well as water or hydro based energy systems – plus the allimportant subject of energy efficiency. Whilst written to be accessible to a wide
audience, the book is targeted at readers who are keen to work with renewable
technologies, students, building engineers, architects, planners, householders and
home-owners.

This book presents the reader with a complete and comprehensive picture of
what is happening today in banks and other financial institutions in terms of
expert systems implementation. In addition it helps in refining the reader's
thoughts on how to build an environment for the successful implementation of
expert systems in banking - and how to sell this concept to management
including risks and opportunities.
Presents a step-by-step methodology for designing expert systems. Each chapter
on design methodology starts with a problem and leads the reader through the
design of a system which solves that problem.
A Guide to Expert SystemsAddison Wesley Publishing Company
Building expert systems; Evaluating an expert system; Expert system tools; A
typical problem for expert systems; Transcripts ilustrating the operation of
prototype expert systems for the spill crisis-management application.
This book offers a practical introduction to expert systems and is designed not
only for computer programmers but for all those who want to know how expert
systems are structured and what they can do.
This six-volume set presents cutting-edge advances and applications of expert
systems. Because expert systems combine the expertise of engineers, computer
scientists, and computer programmers, each group will benefit from buying this
important reference work. An "expert system" is a knowledge-based computer
system that emulates the decision-making ability of a human expert. The primary
role of the expert system is to perform appropriate functions under the close
supervision of the human, whose work is supported by that expert system. In the
reverse, this same expert system can monitor and double check the human in the
performance of a task. Human-computer interaction in our highly complex world
requires the development of a wide array of expert systems. Key Features *
Expert systems techniques and applications are presented for a diverse array of
topics including: * Experimental design and decision support * The integration of
machine learning with knowledge acquisition for the design of expert systems *
Process planning in design and manufacturing systems and process control
applications * Knowledge discovery in large-scale knowledge bases * Robotic
systems * Geograhphic information systems * Image analysis, recognition and
interpretation * Cellular automata methods for pattern recognition * Real-time
fault tolerant control systems * CAD-based vision systems in pattern matching
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processes * Financial systems * Agricultural applications * Medical diagnosis
Covers all aspects of the Certified Information Systems Security Professional (CISSP)
exam.
Conservation and the City is a study of conservation and change throughout the built
environment - city centres, suburbs and even villages - and how the activities of
conservation interact with the planning system. Using detailed case studies from the UK
and the Westernised world, Larkham examines some of the key social, economic and
psychological ideas which support conservation, as well as studying the urban
landscape and the agents of change. Conservation and the City seeks to understand
urban conservation, and in doing so presents possible solutions for managing change
in the built environment of the future.
A boy & his grandparents live near a cursed wood. the boy longs for a dog - but the
ungainly creature found by his grandfatherhardly fits his image of the perfect pet. But
then the dog starts to grow human ears!
Provides an up-to-date integration of expert systems with fuzzy logic and neural
networks. Includes coverage of simulation models not present in other books. Presents
cases and examples taken from the authors' experience in research and applying the
technology to real-world situations.
The most popular basic introduction to Expert Systems is revised and updated to
include new information on blackboard systems and has extended coverage of
reasoning.
Based on a number of sample systems of varying complexity, this book illustrates the
practical aspects of developing expert systems and knowledge-based applications
software. The programming language used is Prolog (Clocksin-Mellish standard). The
examples deal with such topics as techniques for heuristic optimization, the
implementation of "frames", the construction of explanatory components, etc. The
complete, functional code for the sample systems is provided in the appendix and can
be used as a basis for further development. This book is not only suitable for self-study,
seminars or lectures, but also as a valuable reference and guide for software
developers in both commercial and academic environments.
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